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Probability estimation in video coding system

The minimum codelength coincides with the entropy

H(s1, s2, ..., st) = −
t∑

i=1

p∗(si |si−1...s1) log2 p
∗(si |si−1...s1).

A good estimation will give us a small code length.
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Baselines

• Suppose p∗(st |st−1...s1) = p∗(si ), i.e., the symbols are i.i.d. At
time t, symbol 0 appears k times, then the estimation1

p(0) = k+1
t+2 .

• CABAC2 and AV13 use the update rule

p(1)t = ap(1)t−1 + (1− a)st

= (1− a)(st + ast−1 + a2st−2 + ...+ at−1s1) + atp(1)0.

1Suppose the prior of 0 and 1 are both 0.5.
2Wiegand et al., Overview of the h. 264/avc video coding standard.
3Chen et al., An overview of core coding tools in the av1 video codec.
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Principle of new algorithms

1. Better entropy.

2. Robustness to noise.

3. Computational efficiency for real time application.

4. ∗ Adaptivity with respect to data.

Due to the interest of 2. and 3., we do not use complex models
such as neural networks or combinatorial methods.
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Warmup: Second order system4

If the update rule is

q+ = aq + (1− a)u,

r+ = br + (1− b)u,

p = wq + (1− w)r , w ∈ (0, 1).

then the probability estimation update is the following second order
linear system

pt+1 = (a + b)pt − abpt−1

+ (w(1− a) + (1− w)(1− b))ut + (ab − (1− w)a− wb)ut−1.

4Alshin et al., High precision probability estimation for cabac,” in 2013 Visual
Communications and Image Processing (VCIP).
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Idea: Fixed or adaptive aggregation of algorithms

We can average more than 2 update rules.

• Many algorithms work, for example, p+ = ap + (1− a)u with
different a all roughly do the job.

• Denote p ∈ Rnp×2, each row of p corresponds to a “good”
update rule. Denote coefficients w ∈ Rnp , such that w ≥ 0,
1Tw = 1.

• Then we use wTp – weighted average of baseline estimations
as final estimation.
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Idea: Fixed or adaptive aggregation of algorithms

We can average more than 2 update rules.

p+i = api + (1− a)u,

p =
∑
i

wipi .

The problem is that we do not know w . We can either pick a fixed
w , or even update w online.
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Adaptive aggregation of algorithms
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Adaptive aggregation of algorithms
For each symbol st , we incur the entropy

f (w , p; st) = − log2((wTp)(st)),

and we take gradient with respect to w ,

∇w f (w , p; st) = − 1

(wTp)(st)
p(:, st).

At each time, we run a gradient step5

w ← argmin
w+>0,1Tw+=1

‖w+ − w‖22 + 2ηt(w+ − w)T∇w f (w , p; st)

= argmin
w+>0,1Tw+=1

‖w+ − (w − ηt∇w f (w , p; st))‖2.

ηt = 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, ...

ηt = 1, 1/4, 1/4, 1/4, 1/4, 1/9, 1/9, ...

5We can do a batch algorithm, where we take average of gradients with
batch size 1, 4, 9, ... and update with fixed step size at the end of batches.
O(t1/3) updates until time t.
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Fast projection

The dual of

min
x≥0,1T x=1

1

2
‖x − y‖2.

is

max
µ

1

2
‖max(y − µ1, 0)− y‖2 + µ(1T max(y − µ1, 0)− 1),

and correspondingly,

xi = max(yi − µ, 0).

1 dimensional convex optimization, solve by binary search. To reach
ε accuracy for µ∗, need − log2(ε) function evaluations.
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Experiments

Figure 1: Codeword length reduction on synthetic data. Generate symbols
with Bernoulli 0.01,0.3 alternatively with chunk size 50, 100, 200, 1000. We
plot the improvement of entropy of the proposed Multimodal SGD as
compared to CABAC.
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Experiments

Figure 2: Cheer and harbour test clips in CIF. Entropy of probability
estimation algorithms.
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Thank you for listening!
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